Some things are simply expressed.....
Dearest Quiet Xelan,

Kalani told us today that they’re planning to fly to Paris to be with you because you’re not feeling up to par. We’re really sorry to hear that. Obviously you were not able to shake the flu. I’m sorry we’re just closer to date on you and excuse you the first class person to see.

"Chicken Soup!"

I had a long conversation with Susan and Qxia last night. Stan’s death was not unexpected, but, of course, still a shock. And it seems more our first thought because Stan was basically their father. It’s just difficult for them.

As before, Qxia depends on Brouk so much, they are each other’s shoulder.

Old friends are always the best. And THAT’S you!

Qxia is a very special "Chicken Soup!"

Quiet Xelan, we sure hope you’ll be feeling better soon. We’ll keep in touch. With very much love,

Geralyn